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Components of the 2030 Saitama Bright Future and Hopeful City Plan

　The basic plan in the Saitama City Comprehensive Development Plan (2030 Saitama Bright Future and Hopeful 
City Plan) comprises five parts: Part 1 “Toward a New City Development”, Part 2 “Components and Promotion of the 
Plan”, Part 3 “Policy and Measures in Each of the Fields”, Part 4 “Characteristics and Future Images of Each Ward” 
and Part 5 “Implementation of Quality City Management”.
　This summary compiles and outlines the content.

Historical Development of Saitama City

Start-up phase (May 2001 to 2005)

　Once the cities of Urawa, Omiya and Yono had been amalgamated in May 
2001 and followed their transition to a designated city, Saitama City was amal-
gamated with the city of Iwatsuki in April 2005. To ensure the city would be 
seamlessly integrated on board right after, well-balanced regional development 
and civil welfare improvement, Saitama City promoted its city development fur-
ther to create the identity of the city based on the “New City Development Plan”.

Growth phase (FY 2006 to 2013) 

　Amid the economic recession caused by the global financial crisis in 2008 and 
the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011, Saitama City initiated its city develop-
ment as part of efforts to reinvent its future image along the lines of the “Saitama 
Hopeful City Plan”, which was established in March 2004 (and subsequently 
revised in January 2006). The “Financial and Administrative Reform Promotion 
Plan 2010” was also established to initiate financial and administrative reform. 

Development phase (FY 2014 to 2020)

　Based on the “2020 Saitama Hopeful City Plan” which was voted for in De-
cember 2013, Saitama City rolled out new key strategies to centrally allocate its 
limited management resources and initiated efforts to boost citizen satisfaction 
and adapt to significant socioeconomic changes to remain viable amid intensify-
ing inter-city competition. 

Building a city in the spirit of keeping all residents content with the city: now and in future

　As a hub connecting Eastern Japan with the Super Mega Region set to be 
formed as the “Liner Chuo Shinkansen” service comes into operation, Saitama 
City will promote an effective strategy that can be extended throughout Eastern 
Japan and leverage the positive impacts of the Super Mega Region formulation. 
In addition, given the uncertainty going forward, the City will fully utilize all the 
appeals and resources it has nurtured and discovered to pave the way for sustain-
able growth and development.



Future Images of the City

Based on the City’s historical development and to continue building on the appeal and resources it has nurtured 
since the triple amalgamation in 2001 as well as promoting the development of a sustainable city for future genera-
tions, two future images that the City should realize by the mid-21st century are shown as follows: 

City with Quality life

A city whose residents can all feel content and proud of their resi-
dential town. We make this happen by bringing home to all residents 
concepts of rich water and greenery with which they are familiar 
in their urban residence and helping them enjoy more comfortable 
and stress-free lifestyles while other residents can live in a livelier, 
healthier and safer way.

Central City of Eastern Japan

A city chosen by citizens and businesses and bursting with appeal 
that visitors love. We will bring the Central City eff orts to spearhead 
the revitalization of East Japan as a whole to fruition by inviting peo-
ple, objects and information from home and abroad to showcase a 
range of innovations from new regional industries, civic activities and 
other initiatives. 

Basic City Development Philosophy

Cooperation between Citizens and Administration

A city chosen by citizens and businesses and bursting with appeal that visitors love. We will bring the 
Central City eff orts to spearhead the revitalization of East Japan as a whole to fruition by inviting people, 
objects and information from home and abroad to showcase a range of innovations from new regional in-
dustries, civic activities and other initiatives. 

Respect between People and Nature

Promote urban development that respects people and nature. Residents are considerate of each other 
when interacting while respecting personal living spaces.

Hope and Responsibility for Future

All parties must perform their roles and responsibilities to forge a charm unique to Saitama City 
and sustainably develop a city full of hope and vitality to bequeath to future generations.

　The following three items are basic ideas to be shared between the City and its citizens to realize “Future 
Images of the City”.
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Future Image of City 1Future Image of City 1
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Change in Population 

　According to the figures estimated by the National Institute of Population and Social Security Research based 
on the Population Census in 2015, the total population of 1.264 million in Saitama City in 2015 will peak at 1.318 
million in around 2030, subsequently declining to 1.286 million in 2045.
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factors of future city development.

Demographic Aging With Fewer Children

　The City is already part of the so-called super-aging society, where those aged 65 years or elder comprise 21% 
of the total population. However, it is estimated that the number of elderly (i.e. aged over 65) will keep increasing 
and the rate of aging will increase from 22.8% in 2015 to 27.3% in 2030 and 34.0% in 2045. In other words, one 
in three people will be aged 65 years old or older.
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Financial Situation of Saitama City

Since January 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic has aff ected the whole world, but the overall impact on the eco-
nomic stagnation it has caused in terms of the regional economy in Saitama City remains extremely uncertain. 

Accordingly, the City has striven to boost its revenue by increasing the collection rate for municipal and other 
taxes, proactively securing independent revenue sources and steadily striving to maintain fi nancial discipline in 
line with the “Mid-Term Financial Balance Outlook” which represents, in turn, the fi ve-year period of the Plan. 
At the same time, there is a need to focus on allocating a budget to activities which will be key to shaping future 
images of the City and establish the foundations of a sustainable city by recognizing the period until when the 
population peaks as a “fateful decade” and looking ahead to a population decline in future. 

Future Urban Structure

● The Future Urban Structure Targeted

Based on the current situation and city development issues, Saitama City aims to realize the future urban 

structure presented as follows:

A “compact and network-based urban structure surrounded by water and greenery” which 
supports a quality residential lifestyle and encourages various forms of interaction by gathering city 
functions and coexisting with a rich natural environment.

● Toward the Future Urban Structure

In promoting city development 

that optimally exploits its regional 

characteristics, the City will maintain 

an urban structure with urban zones 

and a natural environment balanced. 

In doing so, the City will gather its 

urban functions and continue to keep 

a handle on controlling urban zone 

expansion, while striving to conserve 

and utilize rich nature, including 

rivers and green spaces.
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Components and Time Period of the Plan

● Basic Plan

The Plan comprehensively and systematically establishes the future images of the City to be realized from 

mid- and long-term perspectives and basic policies and measures to realize such images, which underpin 

how Saitama City develops in an ongoing and planned manner. To immediately adapt to drastically changing 

socioeconomic conditions and uncertainty surrounding the City going forward as well as consolidating the 

effectiveness of the Plan, it is scheduled to run from FY 2021 to 2030.

● Implementation plan

The implementation plan specifies major administrative projects among those individual projects put into 

force as policies and measures established in the basic plan. A five-year implementation period is planned.

● Purpose of Progress Management

To ensure those projects are implemented effectively and efficiently to realize future images of the City as 

presented in the Plan, the City reviews the Basic Plan and implementation plan established based on the same 

and manages progress with new planning in mind.

● Progress Management Indicators

To ensure progress of the Plan is properly managed, indicators for each measure and project are defined. 

Comprehensive indicators 　 measuring the realization of future images of the City from a comprehensive 
perspective (i.e. in terms of citizen satisfaction)

Performance indicators  measuring the extent to which each measure in the Plan is achieved

Targetindicators measuring the achievement level of each project presented in the implementation plan

● Progress Management Under the PDCA Cycle

Plan progress is managed based on the PDCA cycle (Plan, Do, Check and Action).

While managing the Plan, the City adjusts budgets to ensure limited administrative management resources are 

allocated effectively and efficiently at all times, in terms of the selection and concentration.

Basic plan

Implementation plan 

10 years

5 years
Em

body
Em

body

Guidelines clearly systematizing
policies and measures

Major administrative operations to 
implement policies and measures
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Promoting Saitama City

●  Advanced efforts to nature and environment which are some of the foremost 
resources in the Tokyo metropolitan area

Saitama City is home to some of the foremost natural resources in the Tokyo metropolitan area, including the 
rice fields of Minuma Tambo which extends between the northern and southern extremes of its central part, 
the rich Arakawa and Moto-Arakawa rivers in the east. Moreover, the central city area is also interspersed with 
greenery, centering on Musashi Ichinomiya Hikawa-jinja Shrine and bringing calmness to the people.

The City is also spearheading activities to achieve a sustainable decarbonized society and advanced 
environmental efforts to realize a smart city.

● High health awareness 
A wealth of walking courses populate the relatively flat area of land within the City which people can traverse 

and get up close to and in touch with nature, history and culture in the process. With these local resources, as well 
as health promotion efforts leveraging information and communication technology, Saitama City maintains an 
environment in which people can enjoy exercise regardless of time and place while remaining aware of their health. 

● Rich in sport resources
Saitama City is rich in sport resources including professional football and other sports teams based in the City, 

large sporting facilities such as the Saitama Stadium 2002 and the Saitama Super Arena and a sports commission 
which invites sport events representing Japan.

● Featured school education
Since the inaugural survey, Saitama City ranked high in all elementary and junior high curriculum subjects in 

the National Assessment of Academic Ability and Learning Environment.
In particular, Saitama City ranked first among other designated cities in terms of the proportion of third 

grade at junior high school with English proficiency equivalent to EIKEN (English proficiency test) Grade 3 
or higher according to a survey on the current situation of English education implementation conducted by 
national government in FY 2018. The City has consolidated this result to become number one in terms of English 
proficiency.

● Geographical superiority 
The City has good cross-junctional traffic networks, including railways and expressways, which many people 

use daily. Among them, Omiya Station is not only a key traffic hub in Eastern Japan, but also one of the leading 
terminal stations nationwide.

Meanwhile, since the City is located inland on a loam layer in Kanto, including the Omiya plateau, the risk of 
a large-scale sediment-related disaster is considered relatively low. 

Responding to changing circumstances surrounding Saitama City

■ The turn of the age of population decline and full-scale super-aging society
The total population of Saitama City is expected to peak in around 2030 and start declining to around 1.286 

million in 2045. 
The number of residents aged over 75 is estimated to increase from 129,000 in 2015 to 249,000 (about 1.9 

times) in 2045.
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■ Transformation of the global economy
Given the increasing future uncertainty of the national economy due to rapid economic globalization and 

other factors, economic competition between cities, both within and outside the prefecture, is predicted to 
intensify further. In response to the global COVID-19 pandemic, flextime, telecommuting and other flexible 
work arrangements using ICT have rapidly become the norm and such changes have the potential to accelerate 
our lifestyle diversification. 

■ Change in awareness of security and safety
Concerns over serious damage caused by large-scale natural disasters, such as local heavy rains and 

typhoons, which have become increasingly frequent and an imminent Tokyo inland earthquake in future. As 
well as striving ceaselessly to review disaster preparedness and apply lessons learned from past disasters having 
occurred within and outside the City, there is a need to promote developing a disaster-resilient city from both 
tangible and intangible aspects in a more comprehensive and planned manner.

■ Worsening environmental issues at a global level
To reduce greenhouse gas emissions, as well as further boosting awareness of global warming among 

residents and businesses, a switch from all-automotive use to other eco-friendly means is needed. 
The amount of waste discharged in the City has been declining in recent years. However, since the final 

disposal sites in the City are expected to fill to capacity in 20 years or so, controlling the amount of waste 
discharged has become an urgent issue.

■  Social diversity and growing awareness of cooperation between citizens/
citizens and the administration

Against a backdrop of globalization and a highly informed society advancing in various areas, including the 
economy, culture and sport, interaction with others, whether foreign or not, is expected to further revitalize 
Saitama City. Amid weakened social relations and interaction between regional residents due to an aging 
population and fewer children, changing individual values and lifestyles and frequent inflow/outflow of 
residents, there is concern over decreasing community functions.

● Rapidly evolving information society 

Embarking on a new era of Reiwa and given further expanding Internet use, the national government is encouraging 
efforts to realize a super-smart society (Society 5.0) where digitalization is further advanced. The Fifth Science and 
Technology Basic Plan of the Cabinet Office advocates Society 5.0 as the future society Japan should realize. 

● Promotion of Policies in line with Sustainable Development Goals

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) were adopted in the United Nations summit in 2015, comprising 17 
development goals to be shared and targeted throughout the whole international community, including developed 
countries and 169 targets for achieving these goals by 2030.

To realize a society true to the concept of “Leaving No One Behind”, extensive issues concerning the 
economy, society and the environment are addressed in an integrated manner. In July 2019, Saitama City was 
selected as one of the SDGs Future Cities, reflecting efforts made to date and proposals as a city/region with a 
high potential to achieve SDGs. 

Leveraging SDGs as a key concept, this Plan includes awareness of the interrelationship between the issues to 
be addressed in each area and those in other areas and synergies, far-reaching effects, adverse impacts and other 
relevant factors, while targeting a holistic way to solve various issues from the overall optimum perspective.
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Key Strategy 1  Grow and Develop by utilizing Saitama’s Five Appealing Points
- Creation of a City that Realizes“well-being”and Attracts Citizens and Businesses -

 Key Strategy 2 Promote Sustainable City Development for Future Generations 

To realize the two key strategies, the City defines ten tactics corresponding to “issues” by building on its 

“Appealing Points” in a cross-sectoral manner. In initiating each tactic, the City will also strive to “promote 

efforts towards SDGs” and “realize Society 5.0” as two perspectives to effectively promote its key strategic 

thrust.

 

・Advanced efforts to nature and environment which are some
   of the foremost resources in the Tokyo metropolitan area
・High health awareness 
・Rich in sport resources
・Featured school education
・Geographical superiority 

1. Create a city with an environmental future and in harmony with rich nature
  by leveraging advanced technology 
2. Create a smart wellness city where everyone can remain healthy and well 
3. Create the most advanced sporting city in Japan full of smiles 
4. Create the best education city in Japan to pave the future way for children 
5. Create an interactive hub city attracting people, goods and information 
 and shape the future of Eastern Japan

1. Develop a city where all generations can shine
2. Develop a regional industry which is vibrant with “future technology” 
     amid a turbulent new era 
3. Co-develop a secure, safe and disaster-resilient city with residents 
4. Realize an environmentally friendly, sustainable and comfortable life
5. Develop a city where every resident supports each other by bonds of 
     relationship and lives as he/she is
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TacticsUtilizing
 appealing points

Issues to be
responded

・The turn of the age of population decline and
   full-scale super-aging society

・Transformation of the global economy

・Change in awareness of security and safety

・Worsening environmental issues at a global level

・Social diversity and growing awareness of cooperation 
  between citizens/citizens and the administration

 

Relation between Key Strategies and Comprehensive Strategies for Overcoming 
Population Decline and Vitalizing the Local Economy

Based on Article 10 of the Act on Overcoming Population Decline and Vitalizing the Local Economy in Japan, 

the key strategies also underpin the Second “Comprehensive strategy for Overcoming Population Decline 

and Vitalizing the Local Economy in Saitama City”, which stipulates the basic plan for measures to address 

population decline and revitalize the local economy in line with the actual circumstances of each municipal area; 

taking into consideration the Second Comprehensive strategy for Overcoming Population Decline and Vitalizing 

the Local Economy in Japan.

Key Strategies (Comprehensive Strategies for Overcoming 
Population Decline and Vitalizing the Local Economy)
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�Create�a�city�with�an�environmental�future�and�in�harmony�with�
rich�nature�by�leveraging�advanced�technologyTactic 1

Key Strategy 1

The City will improve living standards, capitalizing on its surrounding water and greenery by conserving and 
nurturing rich natural resources like Minuma Tambo and Arakawa and Moto-Arakawa rivers and leveraging 
them as key assets.

The City will also actively promote the introduction of renewable energy and realize an “environmental future 
city” in which a decarbonized lifestyle is practically applied. This is made possible by securing sustainable 
energy through promoting local consumption within the region, establishing independent/distributed energy 
systems and utilizing past results and efforts related to next-generation vehicles and a special zone for smart 
energy.

�Create�a� smart�wellness� city�where� everyone� can� remain�
healthy�and�wellTactic 2

Key Strategy 1

Capitalizing on high health awareness among its residents and flat and walkable geographical features, 
the City will promote efforts to become a venue those residents “can - or cannot stop - exercising” enjoyably, 
promoting health at the same time based on scientific grounds and utilizing ICT and visiting seasonal scenery 
and attractive spots in the City on foot. Moreover, the City will also strive to become a place where every 
single resident can realize a “healthy and happy” life by developing familiar settings in which residents actively 
promote their health.

�Create�the�most�advanced�sporting�city�in�Japan�full�of�smilesTactic 3
Key Strategy 1

The City will strive to boost tourism and the portion of population with which it interacts in the sporting world 
via sport tourism utilizing rich sport resources, including professional sports teams based in the City, large 
sporting facilities set to host the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games and other events.

The City will also strive to become an advanced sporting city by developing an environment where residents 
enjoy sports in familiar places throughout their lives, such as participatory sport events in the community.

�Create�the�best�education�city�in�Japan�to�pave�the�future�way�
for�childrenTactic 4

Key Strategy 1

The City will promote education to nurture the ability of individuals to succeed in a global society, such as 
their ability to build relationships via communication and accomplish things to the last, by promoting Global 
Study, a form of English education established by the City and implemented ahead of other local municipalities 
nationwide. 

The City will also strive to become an attractive educational venue by making the most of its unique 
characteristics. This is made possible by nurturing ability among individuals to create new values while working 
with others and unleash potential with great ambition to realize their dreams, by promoting active learning and 
enhancing learning activities utilizing ICT to realize “in-depth independent/interactive learning”.
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�Create�an� interactive�hub�city�attracting�people,�goods�and�
information�and�shape�the�future�of�Eastern�JapanTactic 5

Key Strategy 1

Utilizing Omiya Station as a “gateway to Eastern Japan”, to which six Shinkansen railways extend, the City 
will strive to revitalize its own economy and that of Eastern Japan as a whole by strengthening industries. This 
will include working with universities to encourage innovation in areas of growth and attracting businesses, as 
well as developing urban infrastructure, accumulating a range of high-level urban functions, strengthening the 
regional traffic network and consolidating the base function as a hub city in Eastern Japan.

Since the area around the Saitama-Shintoshin has been recognized as a base for the Technical Emergency 
Control Force (TEC-FORCE) given the low risk of damage caused by a large-scale natural disaster there, the 
City will strive to enhance its function as a regional base for disaster-preparedness and remain a city with base 
functions to support metropolitan lives in the event of a disaster.

�Develop�a�city�where�all�generations�can�shineTactic 1
Key Strategy 2

To respond to the progressive decline in fertility and ever-intensifying childcare needs, the City will develop 
an environment where residents can deliver and raise children by widening the scope of and improving 
childcare services in line with various circumstances and needs and enhancing after-school children’s clubs, 
as well as providing seamless support to reduce anxiety and hassle among expectant and nursing mothers 
and childrearing families. The City will also strive to become a place where all residents living with children, 
including the childrearing generation, play a vital role in society by creating places where children and youth 
can grow in a sound manner. 

In addition, in response to the rapidly aging population, the City will promote efforts to allow every resident 
to keep receiving quality learning and remain active throughout their lives to ensure their active social 
participation. At the same time, the City will further advance a system that provides integral support for 
residence, healthcare, nursing care, preventive care and livelihood matters and strive to become a place allowing 
residents to play vital roles with ambition and enthusiasm within familiar communities throughout their lives.

��Develop�a�regional� industry�which� is�vibrant�with�“future�
technology”�amid�a�turbulent�new�eraTactic 2

Key Strategy 2

Amid concerns over the impact on the domestic economy of the changing global economy in accordance with 
economic globalization, national economic stagnation due to population decline and an increasing perception of 
a lack of human resources in businesses, the City will support the efforts of small- and medium-sized businesses 
to innovate and consolidate their businesses, create activities to revitalize the landscape commercially and 
promote other efforts.

While keeping a handle on changes in the labor market in line with the development of AI and other 
technological innovation, the City will also enhance employment support, allowing females, the elderly and 
disabled to continue playing vital roles and develop a working environment for all. In doing so, the City will 
strive to become a place synonymous with dynamism of local industry.
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�Co-develop�a�secure,� safe�and�disaster-resilient� city�with�
residents�Tactic 3

Key Strategy 2

In response to concerns over serious damage caused by large-scale natural disasters, the administration, 
relevant entities and community will collaborate to foster disaster awareness among residents while the City will 
promote efforts to protect residents’ lives and property promptly and accurately by further forming voluntary 
disaster prevention organizations and securing seismic-proof emergency routes, water supply and sewerage 
systems and other urban infrastructure and buildings. 

To ensure residents remain safe as well as promoting countermeasures to increasing traffic accidents among 
the elderly and school-centric traffic safety measures in the community, the City will strive to become a secure 
and safe place by supporting street-crime prevention efforts in the community and visualizing the result of 
efforts to share with the community.

�Realize� an� environmentally� friendly,� sustainable� and�
comfortable�lifeTactic 4

Key Strategy 2

To realize a decarbonized society, the City will promote the use of public transportation, cycling and walking 
by expanding scope for bicycle sharing, further developing the network of bicycle paths and creating safe 
pedestrian spaces as well as promoting the use of railways and buses. At the same time, the City will ensure 
that residents can live cleanly and comfortably by creating an environment allowing users to receive services 
integrally, including seamless travel from departure to destination.

As well as securing a stable waste treatment system, including a collaboration with private operators, the City 
will also strive to realize a sustainable city with the environment taken into consideration by raising awareness 
of power and energy saving and the 3Rs (reduce, reuse and recycle) and promoting measures to reduce plastic 
waste and food loss, both of which have been emerging issues.

�Develop�a�city�where�every�resident�supports�each�other�by�
bonds�of�relationship�and�lives�as�he/she�isTactic 5

Key Strategy 2

The City will strive to become one where everyone can live in their own way by respecting different cultures 
and values. These efforts will include enhancing opportunities for foreign and Japanese residents to learn about 
reciprocal cultures and customs and promote community building across the board, for disabled and non-
disabled alike, to live together under relevant rights.

The City will also promote interaction between generations of all ages in response to the declining “regional 
capability” which underpins city development. Examples include changing lifestyles, frequent residential inflows 
and outflows, weakening of mutual support in a family or region due to a growing proportion of one-person 
households and childless households. Accordingly, the City will strive to form communities in which people 
interact and support each other by revitalizing the regional community, leveraging school and historical cultural 
resources and boosting regional bonds and other social capital. 
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Chapter 1　Community, Human Rights and Multicultural Coexistence

[Policy] [Measures]

■ Encourage and stimulate interaction and friendship in the community
Strive to become a city stimulating interaction and voluntary activities of 
residents, forming an interactive and friendly community and actively ad-
dressing regional issues by residents.

▶  Encourage and stimulate interaction and vol-
untary activities of residents

■ Respect human rights
Actively promote raising human rights awareness and supporting victims 
and strive to realize a society respecting human rights and never accepting 
unfair discrimination. 

▶  Foster awareness of respecting human rights
▶  Realize a city of gender equality

■ Realize a multicultural symbiosis society
As well as realizing a multicultural city where each resident acknowledges 
cultural difference and lives together as a community member, actively 
promote international exchanges and cooperation in various fields to initiate 
activities toward lasting world peace.

▶  Encourage international exchanges and multi-
cultural symbiosis society

▶  Contribute to lasting world peace

Chapter 2　Environment

[Policy] [Measures]

■ Realize a “sustainable city toward decarbonization” from regions
By everyone’s active efforts against global warming, strive to realize a sus-
tainable city toward decarbonization. 

▶  Promote measures against global warming to-
ward decarbonized society

■ Create a closed-loop city where everyone participates and works to-
gether
Strive to realize a closed-loop city with low environmental loads by active-
ly encouraging 3Rs (reduce, reuse and recycle) under collaboration/coop-
eration among residents, businesses and the administration, reducing the 
amount of waste discharged and effectively using resources appropriately. 

▶  Encouraging 3Rs (reduce, reuse and recycle) of 
wastes 

▶  Promote proper and stable waste treatment/cir-
culation 

■ Build a city with rich, beautiful green spaces where human is at one 
with nature
Build a city with rich, beautiful green spaces where human is at one with 
nature by securing a preferred living environment. This will include con-
servation, utilization and restoration of natural environment in the rice field 
of Minuma Tambo and Arakawa River where various flora and fauna inhib-
it, promotion of urban greening and reconstruction of green infrastructure.

▶  Preserve a good living environment and natural 
environment 

▶  Preserve the rice field of Minuma for future 
generations

■ Realize efforts to conserve and create an environment ambitiously
Strive to realize a city with low environmental loads by all entities includ-
ing residents, businesses, schools and the administration being interested in 
environmental conservation and creation and making efforts ambitiously in 
a collaborative manner. 

▶  Promote collaborative activities with residents 
and businesses taking environment into consid-
eration 

Policy and Measures in Each of the Fields
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Chapter 3　 Health and Sport

[Policy] [Measures]

■ Encourage active health promotion
Realize a community where every resident is mentally and physically 
healthy and vital by developing an environment that allows their health 
promotion. 

▶  Foster awareness of health promotion by sport-
ing 

■ Promote comprehensive city development utilizing sports
Make Saitama a healthy, active city in sports by residents, organizations 
concerned, businesses and the administration and other entity collaborating 
to promote lifelong sporting a comprehensive city development utilizing 
sports in a wide range of fields of sporting activity of “play”, “watch”, 
“learn” and “support” and city development. 

▶  Promote comprehensive city development 
through collaborations of sport and a wide ar-
range of fields. 

Chapter 4　Education

[Policy] [Measures]

■ Promote education in Saitama that shapes the future to enrich the 100-year life
Promote attractive education leveraging characteristics of Saitama City 
initiating distinctive educational policy ahead of other municipalities and 
designated cities and establishing the first-rate education in Japan. 

▶  Nurture “true ability” utilizing continuous 
learning for 12 years 

▶  Nurture people with rich individual identity 
with physically sound to play an active part in 
global society

▶  Nurture ability to keep on shining in the 100-
year life

▶  Enhance collaboration and cooperation of 
school communities 

▶  Develop infrastructure to promote education in 
Saitama 

Chapter 5　Life Safety 

[Policy] [Measures]

■ Form a secure and safe living environment
Realize a city where all residents live securely and safely by striving to 
reduce traffic accidents and crimes while improving environmental health 
and food safety.

▶  Prevent traffic accidents
▶  Prevent crimes in collaboration with community 
▶  Prevent escalation of consumer trouble 
▶  Improve environmental health and food safety

Chapter 6　Welfare

[Policy] [Measures]

■ Realize a community symbiosis society where everyone lives safely and longer. 
Realize a community symbiosis society where everyone lives safely and 
longer by creating environment which allows residents to live healthy in 
their familiar community to realize a society with residents active through-
out their lives. 

▶  Create a community where everyone lives life 
in their own way in their familiar place as far as 
possible 
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■ Realize a community symbiosis society where everyone lives life in 
their own way.
Realize a community symbiosis society where each resident respects other 
individual identities, actively involved in society and lives independent life 
safely.

▶  Realize a community where everyone respects 
other rights as an entity of rights and lives life 
safely.

▶  Develop a mechanism providing support ac-
cording to individual circumstances 

■ Achieve a community-based healthcare system allowing a safe living
Enhance a community-based healthcare system to ensure that everyone can 
live life safely.

▶  Enhance a healthcare system to ensure that res-
idents can live life securely and safely

Chapter 7　Child and Childrearing

[Policy] [Measures]

■ Realize a city supporting children and childrearing

Promote a city development to ensure that everyone can deliver and raise 
children, individual identity of all children and youths are respected and 
they grow healthy and live in a society with brilliance. 

▶  Provide seamless support that allows safe preg-
nant, delivery and childrearing and promote 
health of parents and their children 

▶  Create an environment for safe childrearing 
▶  Create an environment for children and youths 

to grow healthy

Chapter 8　Culture

[Policy] [Measures]

■ Create an artistic, cultured city with rich living for the body and mind
Create an artistic, cultured city with rich living for the body and mind by 
promoting culture and art in a comprehensive and sustainable manner. 

▶  Vitalize a city utilizing culture and art
▶  Promote cultural and artistic activities
▶  Preserve, succeed and utilize historical and cul-

tural resources 

Chapter 9 　Urban Infrastructure

[Policy] [Measures]

■ Urban infrastructure that attract people and promote their interaction
Form a preferable residential environment and urban landscape: various 
and high-level urban functions will be enhanced and strengthened in the 
central city while urban functions in suburban areas will be accumulated 
according to characteristics of each area to complement the central city. 
Moreover, a network supporting a wide range interaction will be enhanced 
and urban vitality will be generated in a sustainable manner. In so doing, 
realize a city of exchanging base where many people gather. 

▶  Promote urban infrastructure development
▶  Accumulate various and high-level urban func-

tions
▶  Promote traffic measures in a wide area
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■ Urban infrastructure that provides quality living spaces
Provide quality living spaces while forming unique and attractive land-
scape and maintaining environmental harmony. Moreover, a traffic system 
prioritizing public transportation will be established which is usable for 
everyone with low environmental loads while developing infrastructure 
supporting citizens’ life, such as safe and stable water supply and extension 
of sewerage system. 

▶  Form a unique and rich city space 
▶  Create a preferable living environment based 

on characteristics and residential needs of area 
▶  Enhance a user environment for public trans-

portation, residential roads and bicycle 
▶  Develop safe and stable water supply and sew-

erage system 

Chapter 10　 Disaster Preparedness and Fire Management

[Policy] [Measures]

■ Build a disaster-resilient city
To protect life, health and property of residents and ensure their secure and 
safety life, develop a disaster-resilient city with resilient urban functions. 
At the same time, a disaster and fire management system will be enhanced 
in collaboration with citizens’ activity. 

▶  Develop a disaster-resilient urban infrastructure
▶  Disaster response with community
▶  Enhance and strengthen firefighting and emer-

gency system

Chapter 11　Economy and Industry

[Policy] [Measures]

■ Create new industries and develop regional industries
As well as creating new industries leveraging characteristics of the City, 
maintain and expand the size of city economy by developing an environ-
ment to nurture regional industries while actively promote collaboration 
with the Eastern Japan region and overseas. 

▶  Vitalize economic exchange by collaborating 
with Eastern Japan

▶  Create new industries leveraging characteristics 
of Saitama City

▶  Develop an environment to nurture vital re-
gional industries

▶  Develop human resources supporting regional 
economy, support employment and develop at-
tractive working environment 

▶  Create activities for commercial vitalization

■ Develop tourism and promote MICE
Actively promote MICE (meeting, incentive travel, convention and ex-
hibition/event) while developing tourism leveraging appealing points of 
regional resources. 

▶  Develop tourism leveraging appealing points of 
regional resources

■ Develop sustainable and attractive urban agriculture
Vitalize urban agriculture by encouraging local consumption and forming 
value addition while focusing on multi-faceted functions of agriculture, as 
well as developing agricultural environment and preserving farmland.

▶  Establish a sustainable and attractive urban ag-
riculture 
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● Future Images of Nishi Ward
　A pleasant and thoughtful town developed from rich nature, history and culture 
 
　<Features in town development>
　　１ Secure and safe living
　　２ Vitality 
　　３ Friendly for childrearing
　　４ Active life of elderlies and persons with disability
　　５ Harmony with environment

● Future Images of Kita Ward
　A town I am proud of; being built by everyone

- A town to keep living, a better town, Kita Ward -
 
　<Features in town development>
　　１ Residents live securely, safely and healthy
　　２ Preferable living environment and streamlined traffic environment
　　３ Interaction in the community by enhancing rich education/culture and vitalizing the community
　　４ Rich natural environment
　　５ Industrial vitalization and preferable working environment

● Future Images of Omiya Ward
　A pleasant town with excellent quality of life where the green of Hikawa-jinja Shrine and culture are in 
harmony
 
　<Features in town development>
　　１  Development of the Omiya Station area with enhanced function as a base and suitable as the gateway to 

Eastern Japan 
　　２ Quality and safe living environment 
　　３ Offering appealing points of the Ward and generating people’s interaction
　　４ Pleasant town in harmony with natural environment

● Future Images of Minuma Ward
　Coexistence with nature of Minuma

- A town cultivating and protecting the local culture 　　　

 　<Features in town development>
　　１ A familiar town leveraging Minuma’s nature
　　２ Friendly for people and interactions
　　３ Easy to get around and live
　　４ Security and safety promoted by the community 

● Future Images of Chuo Ward
　A safe town creating an urban culture of harmony with a friendly atmosphere
 
　<Features in town development>
　　１ Attractive townscape leveraging characteristics and with rich green environment
　　２ Harmonized community liveliness leveraging regional resources
　　３ Nurturing local residents who are proud of and attached to the community through learning and interaction
　　４ A community with security, safety and motivation through interaction and mutual support
　　５ A community-based town in collaboration with Ward residents

Characteristics and Future Images of Each Ward
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● Future Images of Sakura Ward
　A high spirited town with three generation families

- comfortable environment with abundant nature where people interact -

　<Features in town development>
　　１ A comfortable town with nature and convenience in harmony
　　２ Friendly for children, elderlies, persons with disability and all other residents
　　３ Safe and secure living 
　　４ A town where all residents can participate in

⃝ Future Images of Urawa Ward
　A green town with festivities and education

- Wakuwaku Urawa-ku, a town to create my future, a town for my future -
 
　<Features in town development>
　　１ A community with various interactions
　　２ An attractive town utilizing the “Urawa brand”
　　３ A town with festivities and integrity
　　４ Friendly for residents and everyone can live safely
　　５ Creating rich green townscape and relaxed living environment

● Future Images of Minami Ward
　“Festivity” and “Safety” in harmony; an excellent town for living

　<Features in town development>
　　１ A vital town where people and community are connected
　　２ Everyone from children to elderlies can live healthy and active
　　３ A secure and safe town
　　４ Nurture love for the town cherishing its nature, history and culture
　　５ A comfortable town with urban environment developed

● Future Images of Midori Ward
　A breezy green town with fireflies shining their light
 
　<Features in town development>
　　１ Nurture love for the town
　　２ Live healthy and happily 
　　３ Live securely and safely
　　４ Developed living environment in harmony with nature
　　５ A town with festivities

● Future Images of Iwatsuki Ward
　A town that protects, cultivates and enjoys its history, culture and nature
 
　<Features in town development>
　　１ A resident-centric town development by participation and interaction of multiple generations
　　２ Boosting appealing points and creating festivities leveraging regional resources
　　３ Secure and safe life with developed living environment 
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Chapter 1　Civic Cooperation and Collaboration between Citizens and the Administration

[Policy] [Measures]

■ A city development with various entities
Promote cooperation and collaboration with citizens, civic activity 
groups, businesses, universities and other various entities with a sense 
of ownership to realize a city effectively addressing social and regional 
issues. 

▶   Nurture a sense of civic cooperation and col-
laboration between citizens and the adminis-
tration 

▶   Establish a mechanism promoting civic co-
operation and collaboration between citizens 
and the administration

Chapter 2　Quality Management of the City Office

[Policy] [Measures]

■ Implementation of reliable city administration opened to citizens 
As well as sharing information with residents, the City will promote the im-
plementation of city administration via its proper performance of duties. 

▶  Enhance public relations/public hearing func-
tions

▶  Provide effective and efficient services in ward 
offices

▶  Fair and proper performance of duties

■ Maintaining sound financial operation
To maintain and public services needed and ensure their provision, the City 
will promote efficient and effective financial operation. 

▶  Sound and sustainable financial administration
▶  Sound management of public enterprises

■ Nurturing officials supporting the city administration and 
developing working environment 
To further improve public services, the City will strive to nurture staff who 
can contribute to the community as well as streamlining works and develop-
ing working environment. 

▶  Nurture and train staff
▶  Develop working environment

■ Administrative operation in a new era utilizing ICT and data
The City will utilize ICT to establish a mechanism of performing tasks based 
on data as well as promoting effective and efficient administrative operation 
responding to citizens’ needs in a new era. 

▶  Utilize ICT in administrative services and ICT 
and streamline works 

■ Realizing autonomy and independent city administration in truly 
decentralized society 
The City will realize the community with independent identity and full of 
vitality by approaching to the national government to steadily promote de-
centralization reform and drastically review the Local Government Tax and 
Finance Systems and enhancing its autonomy and independence. 

▶  Promote decentralization reform and create a 
new large city system 

■ Increase a city image leveraging the characteristics of Saitama City
Leveraging its characteristics, the City will increase its image. ▶  Stimulate visiting intentions by offering regional 

resources
▶  Stimulate settling intentions by offering “com-

fortable living”

Implementation of Quality City Management
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